
Romans on the rampage – a wishing tale -  

 

 

Opening 
 

● Exclamation 
marks 

● Pronouns 

A long time ago in the lively town of Rome, lived a boy named Perilus.  

Perilous had a pet called Croakbag who was a talking raven! Perilus was the 

son of the big boss at the Imperial Mint. He reported to the Emperor 

himself, the head honcho. When Perilus grew up, his dad wanted him to work 

with him in the giant office. However, Perilus had other ideas. He wanted to 

be the greatest charioteer in Rome. 
Build up 

● Expanded noun 
phrase 

● pronouns  
● was/were  

 

Perilus’ next door neighbour was Scorcha. Scorcha was going to be the next 

champion charioteer. They loved to practice racing speedily together with 

the neighbour’s sturdy goats. Scorcha was just one race away from making 

the team. He had one last, sneaky practice with the energetic goats before 

his big day. When suddenly… Scorcha’s racing days were over! In the blink 

of an eye, Scorcha had crashed straight into the neighbour’s cosy living 

room! 

Problem 
● Speech 
● Conjunctions  
● expanded noun 

phrase  
 

These neighbours the Ghastlies were a grumpy couple, who actually hated 

everybody. Scorcha was toast! He had been scrambling to get out of the 

wreckage before it was too late, but time had run out. The Ghastlies were 

horrified! “It’s jail for you!” they screeched.  

Resolution 
● was/were 
● Speech 
● conjunctions 

 

Perilus was devastated for his friend. He needed to come up with a cunning 

plan and fast! He couldn't save Scorcha from jail but Perilus could think of 

one thing to help. The race and so he quickly scampered off. “Where has 

Perilus got to?” shouted his angry dad to Croakbag.“He’s missing!” 
Ending 

● Contractions 

● Conjunctions 

● a and an 

● simile  

 

Perilus had managed to squeeze his tiny head and scrawny body into 

Scorcha’s shiny chariot armour and entered the great race. Three, two, one, 

GO! As quick as a flash, the race had swiftly begun and Perilus was still at 

the start. Croakbag put his wings over his  eyes because he couldn’t watch. 

Suddenly, the crowd grew louder. Croakbag peeked through his thick, black 

feathers to see Perilus had charged into the lead, he was as fast as 

lightning ! Just like that, the race was over and Perilus had won! 
 

 


